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Low-temperature specific heat of amorphous, orientational glass, and crystal phases of ethano
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We have measured the specific heat between 0.5 and 20 K for three different solid phases of ethanol: the
stable monoclinic crystal, the structural~amorphous! glass, and an orientationally disordered cubic crystalline
phase~also named as orientational glass or ‘‘glassy crystal’’!. We have therefore extended previous experi-
ments on ethanol down to temperatures low enough as to investigate the region typically dominated in glasses
by two-level-systems excitations or tunneling states. It is found that the orientational glass~i.e., a disordered
crystal! of ethanol exhibits the same linear-term coefficient in the specific heat, and hence the same density of
tunneling states, than the true, structural glass~i.e., an amorphous solid!. In addition, combining specific-heat
measurements in both deuterated and hydrogenated ethanol has allowed us to study the isotopic effect on these
universal glassy properties, as well as on the Debye coefficients.
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It is well known1,2 that glasses or amorphous solids e
hibit universalthermal properties at low temperatures, whi
are in turn very different from those of crystalline solid
Below 1 K, the specific heatCp of dielectric glasses is muc
larger and the thermal conductivityk orders of magnitude
lower than the corresponding values found in their crys
line counterparts.Cp depends approximately linearly (Cp
}T) and k almost quadratically (k}T2) on temperature.
This is in clear contrast to the cubic dependences observe
crystals for both properties, well understood in terms of D
bye’s theory of lattice vibrations. Above 1 K,Cp still devi-
ates strongly from the expectedCDebye}T3 dependence, ex
hibiting a hump inCp /T3 which is directly related to the
so-calledboson peakobserved by neutron or Raman vibr
tional spectroscopies. In the same temperature range the
mal conductivity exhibits an ubiquitousplateau. These and
other ‘‘anomalous’’ low-temperature properties of amo
phous solids2 ~at least forT,1 K) were soon well accounte
by the tunneling model,3,4 whose fundamental postulate wa
the general existence of small groups of atoms in amorph
solids which can tunnel between two configurations of v
similar energy@two-level systems~TLS’s!#.

Although we have used above the terms ‘‘amorphou
and ‘‘glass’’ as synonymous, a subtle distinction betwe
them can be made:5 An amorphous or noncrystalline solid
any solid lacking the long-range translational order char
teristic of a crystal, whereas a glass is an amorphous s
exhibiting the glass-transition phenomenon, and is usu
obtained by supercooling the liquid fast enough. Some th
ries or models6–8 have traditionally focused on the lack o
translational periodicity in an amorphous solid~topological
disorder! as the intrinsic source of all this ‘‘anomalous’’ be
havior. On the other hand, other approaches9–11 have consid-
ered more relevant the mere existence of sufficient confi
rational degrees of freedom, or some kind of elastic defe
etc., in the solid lattice~truly amorphous or not!, hence being
the glassycharacter of the material the essential ingredie
One natural method to address this issue has been the s
for glassy behavior in crystalline solids with some kind
disorder, different from the translational one characteristic
0163-1829/2002/66~1!/012201~4!/$20.00 66 0122
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amorphous solids. Most of these experimental and theo
cal efforts, aiming to elucidate the very nature of the disor
responsible for the low-temperature properties of glass
have been devoted to alkali cyanide11–14 and other mixed
crystals.15 These mixed crystals are grown with a controll
amount of orientational disorder leading to an orientationa
disordered state for appropriate concentrations, exhibi
low-temperature thermal properties very similar to those
served in structural~amorphous! glasses.11,13,15

Nevertheless, another kind of ‘‘orientational glasses’’ e
ists that furthermore shows a glass transition from a hom
geneous, vitreous~nonergodic! state to a liquidlike~ergodic!
state. These ‘‘glassy crystals’’ are produced by quench
plastic crystals16 and exhibit orientational disorder of dy
namic origin. In general, an orientational glass~OG! state
can be reached by supercooling a high-symmetry crystal
phase where molecules are rotating~plastic crystal or rotator
phase! and by-passing a lower symmetry crystalline pha
so that the rotational disorder of the plastic phase
quenched into an orientational disorder within a crystall
arrangement of the molecules. Three decades ago, S
Seki, and co-workers17,18studied exhaustively the thermody
namic behavior of a number of pure low-molecular weig
compounds, finding glass-transition phenomena in all
them typically aroundT;100 K. In some cases, they corre
sponded to standard glass transitions from the~amorphous!
structural glass to the supercooled liquid~they called them
‘‘glassy liquids’’!; in other cases, the transitions were fro
an orientationally disordered crystal~glassy crystals! to its
rotationally disordered plastic crystalline phase. This d
namic transition from a non-ergodic state~the OG phase! to
an ergodic one~the plastic crystal, which always has a sm
entropy of fusion and plays the role of the supercooled
uid! is therefore thermodynamically equivalent to the sta
dard glass transition.

The most interesting case appeared to be ethanol, w
could be prepared either as a stable crystal, as a struc
~amorphous! glass, or as a glassy crystal~i.e., OG!, depend-
ing upon temperatures and cooling rates below its melt
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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point at Tm5159 K.18 Very strikingly, both kinds of glass
transitions occur at the same temperatureTg.95 K and with
comparable jumps in specific heat. Ethanol therefore con
tutes a unique model system to study even quantitatively
roles of translational and orientational disorder in the lo
temperature properties of glasses and/or amorphous so
More recent studies19–23 have shed light on the structura
dynamical and thermal properties of polymorphic ethano
was found that the OG phase exhibits aboson peakin the
low-energy vibrational spectrum very similar to that of t
amorphous glass, seen as peaks at;2 meV in inelastic
neutron-scattering spectra22 and broad maxima inCp /T3 at
around 6 K,22,23 those of the structural glass always bei
slightly higher and occurring at slightly lower energie
temperatures than for the OG. On the contrary, the sta
crystal showed the expected Debye behavior at low ener
and temperatures.

However, the question remains whether these orie
tional glasses possess tunneling states or TLS~likely the
most genuine fingerprint of glassy properties! to the same
amount~and hence presumably of the same type! that struc-
tural, amorphous glasses. Both phases being attainab
pure ethanol, extending previous specific-heat measurem
down to below 1 K will allow us to answer that importan
question. Furthermore, it could provide us with informati
concerning two different major views on the low-energy e
citations in glasses. Namely, some views about the nature
boson peak attribute it, somehow, to modifications of
crystalline phonon spectra induced by the structural diso
in the amorphous network,8 and hence the TLS should b
independent, localized excitations, with no direct relat
with the vibrational states responsible for the boson pe
thermal properties above 1 K, etc. Other views such as
soft-potential model~SPM!, ~for a review, see Refs. 24,25!
consider that both kinds of excitations originate from simi
soft atomic potentials, either double-well ones~TLS! or
single-well ones~soft vibrations responsible for the boso
peak!, which coexist at very low energies with ordina
acoustic phonons, and one should expect then a corre
presence of TLS and soft modes.

We have measured the heat capacity of the three s
phases of ethanol at low temperature~amorphous glass, ori
entational glass, and stable crystal! in a 3He cryostat, by
using a quasiadiabatic calorimetric cell, identical to that p
viously used in experiments on glycerol.26 Commercially
available fully deuterated ethanol CD3CD2OD ~M & G
Chemicals, anhydrous 99%! was employed. The advantag
of deuterated ethanol compared to hydrogenated one is a
stringent requirement of cooling rates to obtain the pur
amorphous glass. We have followed the same experime
procedure used in earlier measurements of ethanol in a4He
cryostat,23 by continuously monitoring the different ethan
phases through thermal and calorimetric measurements in
region ranging from above the melting point to below t
glass transition temperature, either when cooling to prep
the glass or when heating to change its state. The liq
ethanol is placed inside a thin-walled copper can, and a g
wire is employed as heat switch to cool the experimen
cell. The subtracted addenda contribution to the total m
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sured heat capacity at 4.2~1 K! was about 6~24%! for the
glasses and about 16~52%! for the crystal. In addition, we
have also measured the specific heat of hydrogenated eth
(CH3CH2OH, Merck, max. 0.02% H2O) for both stable and
orientationally disordered crystals, in order to study the i
topic effect. We were not able to obtain a 100% glass ph
with hydrogenated ethanol in our3He-cryostat experimenta
system, in contrast to the case of using deuterated ethano
evidenced by thermal monitoring during cooling and sub
quent calorimetric characterization of the phase formed.23

In Fig. 1, the specific heat of the three solid phases
fully deuterated ethanol is plotted asCp /T3 vs T in the
whole measured temperature range. Data above 2 K agree
reasonably well with those previously measured in differ
experimental setups.22,23 Below 2 K, a clear upturn for the
two glassyphases is now observed, what is an indication
the presence of TLS excitations in both cases, and is in c
trast to the typical Debye behavior observed in the sta
crystal. Nevertheless, this can be studied more clearly
means of the usualCp /T vs T2 representation at the lowes
temperatures, which is shown in Fig. 2~a!. As can be seen
there, amorphous and orientational glasses of ethanol ex
a very similar linear term in the specific heat@the intercept at
T50 in Fig. 2~a!#. The usual method to obtain that linea
term in the low-temperature specific heat of glasses has b
making a linear fitCp5C1T1C3T3, whereC3 should be the
Debye coefficient. This procedure has been questioned
discussed in more detail elsewhere,27 where another simple
method, partly based upon the SPM, was proposed instea
analyze quantitatively the specific heat of glasses belo
few K. In short, it was suggested to fit specific-heat data i
Cp /T vs T2 representation by using a quadratic polynom
Cp5CTLST1CDT31CsmT5 in the temperature range 0,T
, 3

2 Tmin , where the coefficients should correspond to t
contributions of TLS, Debye lattice vibrations and quasih
monic soft modes, respectively, andTmin is the temperature
at which the minimum inCp /T3 occurs. The limit of the fit
was chosen27 from the SPM, as roughly the temperatu
where the simpleCp5CsmT5 SPM approximation24,25 starts

FIG. 1. Low-temperature specific heatCp /T3 of ~amorphous!
glass, orientational glass~OG!, and stable~monoclinic! crystal
phases of fully deuterated ethanol.
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deviating;5% from the trueCp(T) curve due to the boson
peak feature. By using this method,CTLS51.05
60.05 mJ/mol K2 is obtained for the amorphous glass a
CTLS51.1360.05 mJ/mol K2 for the OG phase. From th
cubic coefficients, we obtain Debye temperatures ofQD
521363 K and QD521763 K, respectively. In any case
the main result of the present work is that the OG phase~a
disordered crystal! of ethanol exhibits the same linear co
tribution to the specific heat as the conventional glass~an
amorphous solid!. Therefore, the density of TLS excitation
is basically the same, within experimental error, indep
dently on whether one has translational disorder or not. T
finding also gives indirect support to SPM-like approach
in the sense pointed out above that a similar boson-p
feature in both the amorphous and the orientational glas
correlated with a similar density of TLS. Moreover, a rig
amorphous network such as amorphous Si has been rec
observed28 not to have significant low-energy excitation
Hence the ‘‘glassy’’ character of a solid seems to be
fundamental ingredient to account for the universal lo
temperature properties of noncrystalline materials, rat

FIG. 2. Low-temperature specific heatCp /T plotted versusT2

for different solid phases of ethanol. Solid lines are least-square
to either a straight line passing through the origin~crystal! or a
two-degree polynomial~glass and OG!. See text for details of the
fits. ~a! Fully deuterated ethanol.~b! Comparison for both the stabl
and the orientationally disordered crystalline phases between
deuterated~D! and normal, hydrogenated~H! ethanol.
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than the topological or translational disorder of an am
phous solid.

In Fig. 2~b! we compare the specific heat below 2 K
fully deuterated~D! and fully hydrogenated~H! ethanol, both
for stable crystal and OG phases. The former exhibit a c
Debye behavior withQD526862 K for D ethanol andQD

528462 K for H ethanol. On the other hand, the quadra
fit defined above gives for the OG phase of H ethanolCTLS

51.2760.04 mJ/mol K2, andQD522963 K.
If we assume that the elastic moduli are the same,

sound velocities are proportional to the inverse root of m
density, and henceCD}M3/2 and soQD}M 21/2, whereM is
the molecular mass. The isotopic ratio is (MD /MH)3/2

51.20, which agrees very well with the corresponding is
topic ratios found for the Debye coefficientCD between the
crystals~1.18! and between the OG’s~1.19!. Also, a similar
value~1.16! is found23,27 from previous measurements at n
so low temperatures for the amorphous glasses. There
the mass difference seems to account naturally for the is
pic effect on the lattice-vibrational~Debye! contributions in
every phase.

On the other hand, Theenhauset al.29 have recently stud-
ied the role of orientations and translation-rotation coupl
in the microscopic dynamics of molecular liquids an
glasses. They found aboson peakwhich originates from a
localized and nonpropagating orientational mode coupled
translational, acoustic phonons. That ‘‘orientational pea
vOP exhibits an isotopic effect such asvOP}I 21/2, whereI is
the moment of inertia. Using ethanol-molecule bond leng
and angles obtained from neutron-scattering experimen30

one finds that full deuteration increases the moment of ine
asI D /I H51.23, so thatvOP should decrease a factor 0.90.
we scalevOP with the temperature of the maximum i
Cp /T3, we find isotopic ratios for the maxima of 6.0/6.1 fo
the structural glass and 6.4/6.8 for the OG, at least in qu
tative agreement within experimental error. Concerning
TLS, we also observe that deuteration decreases the li
termCTLS of the OG by a factor 0.8960.07. These apparen
correlations could be a signature of theorientational origin
of the glassy low-temperature excitations, but their valid
cannot be deduced only from these data. Further experim
employing partially deuterated ethanols could be very int
esting to get more insight into the microscopic nature of T
and boson-peak vibrational modes.

In summary, low-temperature specific heat measurem
of ethanol have shown thatamorphicity~lack of long-range
translational order! is not an essential requisite for univers
‘‘glassy behavior,’’ since an orientationally disordered crys
exhibits—qualitative and quantitatively—very similar low
temperature specific heat~TLS and boson peak! to that of the
structural~amorphous! glass of the same substance. Furth
more, the OG also presents a very similar ‘‘glass transitio
~a dynamic transition between a nonergodic and an ergo
state!. We have also studied the isotopic effect on the lo
temperature specific heat of their different phases. In part
lar, the different Debye contributions, either for crystals
glasses, can be accounted simply by changes in the mol

ts

lly
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lar masses, whereas the boson peak position andCTLS de-
crease with increasing mass or moment of inertia of the
anol molecule.
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